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SEEING

the USA and the World on the
Move with Migrants and Refugees

One of the biggest realities of the United States
and also of our world is migrants and refugees.
It is shocking to know that the number of
international migrants — persons living in a
country other than where they were born —
reached 244 million in 2015 for the world as a
whole. According to the United Nations, this is
a 41 per cent increase compared to 2000. This
number includes almost 20 million refugees.
One million of these refugees are fleeing South
Sudan, mostly women and children. About 11
million people are on the run in Syria and 4.8
million fled to other countries. This boy puts a
face on the children who are suffering in Aleppo
and our world.

Omran Daqneesh, 5, Aleppo, Syria

What is the face of migrants for you?
When I was visiting the detainees in
McHenry I talked with a Mother and
Daughter from Syria. The wife and
mother only cried the whole time
saying, “I have never been in jail and I
have not done anything wrong.” Her
daughter tried to console her.
The
women and children now are in a war
and have no belongings; they are truly
refugees.
In our Corporate Stance on Immigration of the
USA/Caribbean Province, we noted the link
between our first SSpS mission in Argentina to
immigrants. So even in the beginning, our First

Foundresses were aware of immigration even
though at that time they may have not thought
of it in this way.

What is there in your Province History
relating to migrants?
The United States has been a country
of immigrants from the very beginning.
Throughout its history at one time the USA
was more welcoming and at other times has
been more strict and unwelcoming. With the
recent election of President Donald Trump,
the problem has escalated. Now there is a
greater need for us to be FOR MIGRANTS.

Throughout USA history we have worked with
immigrants in parishes and social centers.

and violence and in Central America – gangs.
In other words they want to have a better life
without violence. In 2013, 662,483 were
arrested and almost one half million were sent
back to their countries. They were mainly sent
back to Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and El
Salvador.

What has been the history in your
country? How can we SSpS share God’s
all-inclusive love with immigrants?

Why do people come to your
country?

These are faces of our immigrant reality today.
In 2014 – there were 1,016,518 people with
authorized residence in the USA mainly from
Mexico, India, China, Philippines and Cuba.

“I listened to
a woman tell
the story of
her family in
Ecuador. Her
husband was
a cop and
the gang that
controlled
the area
thought her
husband had snitched on the gang
so they threatened to torture and
kill the family. They gathered a
few belongings, grabbed their two
children, and left that night. The
baby was getting very ill on the
journey and they knew that even
if they made it to the border, the
baby would never survive the hielera
- icebox. So the father made the
difficult decision to stay in Mexico
with the baby and the mother and
their other child went on to the
United States.” On the U.S. Border
from Virginia Rivera, Holy Spirit
Missionary Associate

Where do authorized immigrants
come from in your country? What do
they do?
In 2012 there were 11.4 million unauthorized
immigrants living in the United States. The main
countries of origin were Mexico, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras and the Philippines. These
are the men, women and children who live in fear
today because of President Trump’s threats to
deport them and to build a wall across the US/
Mexico Border.

Where do unauthorized immigrants
living in your country come from?
What is their work? Are they afraid of
the government?
One young woman who works with
us had been undocumented but now
has temporary papers called Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
which protects eligible immigrant
youth from deportation. She is afraid
of what will happen now. Will her
papers be taken away and what will
that mean for her life? She is only
one of millions who are living in fear.
Why do people come to the USA or to your
country? The three main reasons are poverty, war
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During the last couple of years “Unaccompanied Children” started to come in great numbers through
the border and also mothers with children. The main countries from which they came were Honduras,
Guatemala, El Salvador and Mexico. These mothers and children were placed in prison like barracks.
Many times they are really qualified to be refugees because they are coming from areas of violence,
poverty and gangs.
There are so many more facts, stories and realities of the migrants and refugees in the USA and in
the world…. We speak to them and respect them in the ways we can. Sometimes this is a challenge
when the administration and many people have an adverse feeling towards immigrants and refugees.

JUDGING

The following is only a beginning source
of all that we have to reflect upon, to
pray for and to consider when we are
preparing for action:

What do these scripture passages tell
us? Can you find other quotes about
immigrants in the Old Testament?
“For I was hungry, and you gave Me
something to eat; .. I was a stranger, and you
invited Me in; naked, and you clothed Me; …I
was in prison, and you came to Me.”

The Scripture tells us so much about treating

the migrant and the stranger. In fact, the
concept of immigrant appears 92 times in the
Old Testament alone. There are too many to
name here…. But this is one:

Matthew 25:31-46

“The LORD your God is the God of all gods and
Lord of all lords, ….enacts justice for orphans and
widows, and he loves immigrants, giving them
food and clothing. That means you must also
love immigrants because you were immigrants in
Egypt” (Deuteronomy 10:17-19 CEB)

What does this passage mean
to you? How can we do this for
migrants and refugees?
Jesus, Mary and Joseph were refugees. They
experienced the fear, the struggle and the
unknown of being refugees.

“When a stranger sojourns with you in your
land, you shall not do him wrong. You shall treat
the stranger who sojourns with you as the native
among you, and you shall love him as yourself,
for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am
the LORD your God” (Leviticus 19:33-34 ESV)

Matthew 2:13-15

Are there other Gospel instances?
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Images of God’s All-Inclusive love: The sun

How can we do this today with
immigrants and refugees? Can
you see another article of our
constitutions
that
would
be
important to reflect upon in this
ministry?

Catholic Social Teaching: All Principles of the

Our 11th General Chapter 1996 chapter
paper, “Called to Share Life and Mission”,

shines on the just and unjust… Matthew 5:45:
Come to me…children - Luke 18:16; Come to me
… Matthew 11: 28-30 images of the Baby Jesus
with his arms outstretched; Jesus with his arms
outstretched on the cross. Others ?
CST are important but the first and second are
most important. The first principle is Life and
Dignity of the Human Person and the second
principle Call to Family, Community and
Participation.

notes that “we recognize situations of
injustice and allow ourselves to be deeply
touched by them.” …. We approach migrants,
refugees and asylum seekers with an attitude
of respect and acceptance.” pages 32-33

Showing dignity to each person is so important
whether they are authorized or unauthorized,
no matter their nationality or gender. Keeping
families together is so important and a principle
in our legal rules in immigration.

How do you understand this today
and how can we live this out? Are
there other points that you find
important?

Why do you think these are important?
Do you have another CST principle?

Rekindling the Fire in SSpS Community
for Mission Today, the 12th General
Chapter 2002 - General Document wrote

Pope Francis has appealed to the whole

international community to develop new legal
and secure forms of migration. He rejects
the view that the large movements of people
today are circumstantial or due to isolated
emergencies and argues that migration is a sign
of the times. He made a special appeal for the
unaccompanied child migrants entering the
USA from Central America and Mexico to be
welcomed and protected.

“The number of socially excluded people –
like immigrants, refugees, asylum seekers…
continue to increase… These concerns are
still to be addressed more adequately as we
reinforce our stand with those who live in
poverty.” #60

How do we exclude people? How
do we speak about migrants?
Poverty is a reason for migration,
so how can we work to eliminate
poverty?

Does Pope Francis have a special
message to your country?
What
other quotes touch you in regard to
migrants and refugees?

Our Constitution 112 invites us to give

preferential service to the poor while we stand for
justice and peace. In our work with immigrants,
it is so important to recognize each one’s dignity
and value as a human person. Many times we
cannot give them material goods, but we can
give them respect, listen to them and encourage
them.
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ACTING

In our Joint Immigration Venture on
Immigration, the SVD, SSpSAP and the
SSpS have a joint action on the behalf of
immigrants and refugees. When we first began
this venture we made four pillars so that our
provinces could take part: through Prayer,
Advocacy, and Awareness ourselves
and educating others and finally Action.
We use these pillars in our Corporate Stance
on Immigration and have found them helpful
for personal and/or community use. In all of
these actions it is important to know and act in
your legislative reality.

Facebook and our website, link with other
situations – Human Trafficking with
Immigration, Immigration and Climate
Change, etc.
What are your actions?
Below are some examples of our outreach
to immigrants from the USA/Caribbean
Province: The need of the immigrants
in the Rogers Park area in Chicago,
where one of our communities is located,
was learning English as a Second
Language, learning computer and sewing
and other skills. Therefore the Holy Spirit
Life Learning Center was established in
2012. Now it also has a Domestic Violence
section which assists immigrant women
suffering from domestic abuse.

Prayer: prepared prayers, holy hours, and
prayers of the faithful….
Advocacy: Every week an alert is sent to our
members regarding the situation, a prayer,
calls or
e-mails, petitions, actions and
social media. Working together really makes
a difference.

Several SSpS go to Detention Prisons
to visit with detained immigrants and
listen to their stories and experiences.
We cannot “do” something for them, but
they value our listening to them and being
present to them face to face. We are the
only ones they meet face to face. Many of
them expressed growth in their faith and
strength. Their stories are touching.

Awareness/Education: Movies, talks,
articles, UN Days, e-mail information, etc.
Actions: Involvement with other immigration
organizations, work with US Bishops
Conference on Immigration and the Dioceses
and Archdioceses, listening to Pope Francis on
migrants and refugees. Use our social media,

What are your stories?
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Other communities work with immigrants
through their pastoral programs or reach out
to them in various ways. Some sisters are also
a part of a pastoral program for children.
Various communities have welcomed
immigrant women into their homes, with
welcoming arms.

1. We are invited to identify
individuals or organizations in our
own place with whom we can
collaborate.

In January, 2003, the U.S. and Mexican
bishops issued the pastoral letter, Strangers
No Longer: Together on the Journey of
Hope. It notes five principles that govern
how the Church responds to public policy
proposals relating to immigration. During
this time when anti-immigrant sentiments,
misinformation and hatred are finding a way
into laws, policies and ways of dealings with
immigrants, we Holy Spirit Missionary
Sisters believe it is especially urgent
that we stand with immigrants and
with those who share our passion for
justice for immigrants.

What can we do?
do together?

2. Share stories of how we widen
the circle of God’s compassion
with migrants and refugees.
What can we

Thank you for your efforts!
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